
How to load inspections and properties to
Inspection Manager using the Property Tree integration

IM User Guide:



Step

1
Please ensure you have selected a Property Manager in the business roles section of the property. 
(If you know how to do this, skip to step 2.)

A. Business Roles must also be correctly assigned. Either of the following 2 scenarios will 
prevent a property from syncing to Inspection Manager:

1. Property Manager Business Role is Unassigned.

2. Property Manager Business Role is assigned to a user that doesn't match an existing       
    Inspection Manager user.

B. Ensure that the Inspection Contact is assigned to the correct Business Role by checking the 
User Management section under Con�guration. By default, the Inspection Contact will be 
assigned to the same business role as the Property Management contact. This can be changed 
or updated by anyone with Administrator access via the User Management section of the 
Con�guration tab.
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If you read the word “Unassigned” next to the Business Role: 
Property Manager, you will need to add a User that has an 
email that matches a user in Inspection Manager



Step

2
Please ensure you have an inspection scheduled between the current time/date and the next 7, 15, 
30 or 60 days depending on your o�ce settings. (If you know how to do this skip to step 3.)

If you are unsure of your o�ce settings, then on the 
Inspection Manager website please navigate to:
Settings > Scroll to bottom right of page

Only accessible to Users with o�ce Manager Access

A. If no inspections are scheduled, please navigate to the correct 
tenancy in Property Tree, click on the inspections tab and 
click the + symbol to add a new inspection for this tenancy.

Click on the + symbol 
to add a new inspection 
to a property

Inspections

Upcoming Inspections
There are no upcoming inspections
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Step

3 Now you can trigger a manual sync between Property Tree 
and Inspection Manager by navigating to the Property Tree 
tab in Inspection Manager and clicking 'Sync now'.

(Only accessible to users with O�ce Manager access)

Alternatively your property/inspection will be brought 
across overnight during the automatic daily sync.

Phone:
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support@inspectionmanager.com

Live Chat:
www.inspectionmanager.com

If your property/inspection still
does not appear in Inspection

Manager, please contact support
using the details below


